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ACROSS THE EDITORS DESK
Hi there all.
The August 2012 issue rolls on. This production is essentially all my own work, but
things are changing as I have received assistance from three other members (e.g.
President Bob VK6KW, Arthur VK6CY and Bob VK6CG) and a supportive Will
VK6UU. So contributions are starting to slowly being submitted from the
membership & other interested amateurs as a whole. This magazine is really in
need of new fresh & increased input material. The magazine is the ideal platform to
ask radio questions as well as “show and tell” areas of ideas and equipment. .
Some things are changing.
Come on everyone how about a little more help with articles or constructive
feedback to make this magazine every four months more useful to our members.
This months issue as you can see above is covering number interesting areas.
Blast from the past on” VHF of yester year” a reproduction of some quotes from
1948 AR per the courtesy of Will VK6UU.
From the “Presidents Ponderings” our President Bob VK6KW provides some
thought provoking words that everyone should consider. This is followed by a
display of the practical efforts of some of our members in the form VHF Dummy
Loads & frequency divider chain. Ongoing update of the Mt Barker & Busselton
beacons operations.
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VHF of Yester Year (Ed note. With assistance of Will VK6UU) I thought
members would like to experience
some the surprises & joys of our VHF
amateurs who forged the links in our
communication over long distances.

NOTE!! VK6WB should read VK6WG

Technical info for last article
The contact was made during Solar Cycle 18 (1944-1954). Cycle 18 had
a maximum monthly smoothed sunspot number of 151.8 which was the 5th highest
recorded since observations started in 1755? Cycle 19 (1954-1964) which followed
had the highest monthly smoothed sunspot number recorded so far of 201.3. So it
was a good time to be experimenting on VHF.

Presidents Ponderings
Hi there members
As I write this I have just returned from a day trip to Bunbury, taking advantage of
part of the “new” Forrest Highway and my cruise control. On the way down this
morning I also listened to the WIA NewsWest broadcast on the VK6RMW repeater,
joined the call-back, then a short while later switched to 20m and logged in on the
14.116 Travellers‟ Net. Nothing particularly remarkable about that today you might
be thinking, correct. What was significant is that the operator managing the news
relay and taking the call-back was none other than Mac VK6MM. Now Mac has
been around for ever it seems, he was my first contact on 6m mobile (TCA1677) in
the late 60‟s, and according to the June 1962 edition of this august magazine, was
a mean FOXHUNT proponent who on that occasion is reported to have “buried the
entire FOX ... (Tx, PS & Batt) in (the top of) a sand dune near West Coast Hwy.
Unfortunately the extra heat generated by this ruse caused drift in the Xtal oscillator
and some of the hounds had trouble in tracking down the fox.” A very mean ruse
indeed Mac!
The technical article in that same edition entitled “Further notes on DC/DC
converter” by the same VK6MM advocated using a pair of OC28 transistors and
ferrite cored transformers “type A” or “type B” for 77% efficiency at 25W out and
promising further work on a design for cars with 6 Volt systems!
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Leaping forward to August 2007, another experimental DC/DC converter is
described using a pair of NE555 ICs and no transformer, this time by our late Alan
Woods VK6ZWZ sk .
Having read this far you are now wondering what is the connection here? Right?
My point is this: only 50 years ago my car had a „manual start device‟ (called a
crank handle) with which I could physically start the engine if my battery was too
weak to turn it over, Mac was designing a solid state PS for mobile operation using
hybrid transmitter/receivers, and demonstrating how devious he could be to ensure
a bunch of our members had a lot of fun hooning round with all manner of weird
contraptions projecting from their vehicles. Only 5 years ago Alan was wrestling
with the hidden complexities of the most ubiquitous of IC‟s the NE555 to coax it into
producing -12 V. All this is part of the heritage of the WA VHF Group; technological
advances during the life of our group (and current members) have been staggering
and will no doubt continue to evolve exponentially.
Right now as a club, the WA VHF Group, has the opportunity to realise a long-held
dream to establish a „permanent‟ club station in conjunction with the revamping of
the museum, and through mutual activities (Centenary celebration is but one) the
opportunity to promote our hobby to the public at large. What aspect will you be
promoting? What is your dream for our station (our club) this year? In 5 years? 50
years? Come, join the fun and share the vision with the next generation. Every last
one of you has something to contribute, a story to tell, and these next 3 months will
be critical. Will you make it a vibrant, magnificent, thriving community asset? Or
choke and fold morphing into yet another museum exhibit? The choice is yours –as
also will be the election of our next President? Committee?
Thanks to Mac and Alan and all the others who have gone before us, laying the
foundation, our task is to build on it.
73 Bob VK6KW, President pro tem.

Members Practical Efforts
Dummy loads for VHF-SHF operation
Arthur VK6CY came across a source
http://www.diconex.fr/ of solid state
carbon load resistor suitable for vhf/shf
operating conditions.
Subsequent arrival of the power chip
from France. Arthur set about mounting
the said chip on a solid chunk of copper
(14cm X 5 X 1) to provide the maximum
heat transfer to the aluminium heat sink
(20cm X 12 X 12)
This construction set up could easily
handle the rated 250 Watts power
rating. Frequency response was tested
at 2.4 GHz with ease.
Well Done Arthur.
Please note that at the time of writing similar chips were available on eBay @
$24.50 AU
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If you like
to try
different
types of
dummy
load why
not try the
following
sources

http://www.derbywirelessclub.org.uk/dummy_load.pdf
Or try http://www.dxzone.com/cgi-bin/dir/jump2.cgi?ID=18857
If you are unsure of heat sink setup for that hot device, brush up on the basics at
http://www.jaycar.com.au/images_uploaded/heatsink.pdf
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The preceding photo shows some of the efforts of Bob VK6CG of his oscillator
and frequency divider chain. Most of the components are salvaged from old video
recorders. Check with Bob if you wish to duplicate

Field Strength Meters Revisited by VK6ZLT
Following on from the April issue on FSM a small commercial unit used for aligning
digital TV antennas
came into my
possession. It‟s
frequency range offers
a coverage approx 40
– to – 960 MHZ. The
indicator is an analog
meter with a audio
buzzer when a strong
signal is detected.
Power supply comes
from a standard 9V
battery. It works quite
well over the amateur
radio frequencies
coupled of course with
suitable aerials to
match. An interesting exercise of the meter coupled with a small broadband log
periodic aerial used in a sweep around the QTH perimeter showed up not only the
terrestrial digital TV direction, but the radio radiation from various neighbour‟s
devices?? The +/- 6dB variable control amplifier made direction finding very easily
to detect. I am thinking of constructing a switchable band pass filter ahead of the
FSM to narrow down the frequencies being detected. (Oh for a spectrum analyser I
could afford). The FSM cost varies $20 to $40 depending upon the source

BEACON UPDATE
Busselton Beacon VK6RBS
Wayne, VK6JR, reports that he put the1296.56 MHz beacon to air JULY 20th 2012.
Many thanks must go to Wayne for the installation at the Dunsborough Yacht Club.
The Busselton beacon has an antenna with 2 distinct lobes at 10 deg and 100deg
so effectively looking at Perth and towards the eastern states.
Any and all reports are always welcome.
Well done Wayne for all your efforts. Thanks from all the members.
Mt Barker Beacon VK6RST
Terry VK6ZLT visited the Mt Barker site with assistance from Bevan VK6BL to
gauge the extent of the problem of the dead beacon. After familiarisation with the
rack and power supply the remote SMS controller sensors were removed and
power restored to the transmitters. Two of the three TX‟s responded ok, the 10GHZ
driver a no go, so it was removed for service. The 2m beacon was checked for
power and aerial performance all within specs. The 70cM beacon however showed
up a unreliable aerial connector (N-type), this problem was overcome by a jury rig
set up which will be replaced at the next visit. The 70cM beacon was checked for
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power, keying and aerial performance all within specs. In the field the 2m beacon
was heard just about every where (due to its omni-directional antenna). The 70cM
was heard east of Mt Barker not very well due to no 70cM antenna being available.
Must remember next time to include in the mobile kit, a horizontal polarised
antenna.

WIRELESS HILL CENTENNIAL 1912 - 2012

The WA VHF Group is involved in the Centennial celebrations by providing a real
time communications with the world beyond the confines of Perth and suburbs.
Please make a note in your diaries or calendar that from September 29th to
October 13th the West Australian VHF Group in co-ordination with the Melville City
Council, are arranging another public AR display/station similar to the VK100WIA
Super Springtime to Celebrate the Centenary of Wireless Hill.
Hopefully a special Callsign of VI6VIP will be in operation for the duration of the
celebrations. By the way VIP is the original call sign allocated to the operational
radio station in 1912. The original startup call sign was POP
If you're interested in promoting Amateur Radio to the public and to satisfy your
curiosity about radio communications of yesteryear, why not check out the newly
refurbished display of the Wireless Hill Communications Museum which will be
officially opened on Sunday 30th September celebrating the 100 years since the
first transmission.
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A point of interest for some members may not have heard about, let alone seen the
rotary quenched spark gap transmitters of the kind used at Wireless Hill site from
1912 onwards
Check out the following websites for demo‟s of the following sites.
http://www.ohio.edu/people/postr/mrt/
The above site is the website of the Museum of Radio and Technology in
Huntington West Virginia, USA.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8BTgiSnIzY&feature=related
This site is an actual demo of a rotary spark gap transmitter
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FL1kk8fRM38&feature=related
This site is another actual demo of a rotary spark gap transmitter
It must be appreciated that in 1912 radio receivers were very insensitive which led
to increased power levels to gain maximum range with operating frequencies any
where between 150KHz to 400KHz. Station VIP Transmitter was coupled into a
enormous aerial array. consisting of an 120 metre Vertical Mast and or multiple
horizontal RHOMBIC wire antennas. The rhombic antennas could be switched to
change direction of transmission.

Microwave Corner
23 cm transverters & accessories
Activity 28/05/2012
23cM transverters are probably the cheapest way off getting from the VHF bands to
the lower Microwave bands. As most of the transverters utilise an IF in the 2M
(144MHz ) band though some have been known to get down to 10M (28MHz).
On the evening Luigi VK6YEH demonstrated his single board transverter from
Minikits. This was well received by the members in attendance. Terry VK6ZLT
provided additional information as well as simple comb generator suitable for
testing 23cm receivers.
Future design of Microwave transverter
http://www.downeastmicrowave.com/PDF/mud00.PDF
Mini Kits-----http://www.minikits.com.au/eme72b.htm
Kuhne transverters
http://www.kuhne-electronic.de/en/products/transverter/kit-13-ghz-13g2b.html
Down East Microwave transverter
http://downeastmicrowave.com/PDF/1296144_pd.pdf
DXZONE Transverters
http://www.dxzone.com/catalog/Technical_Reference/Transverters/
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Weak signal source (comb generator amateur band using 16 MHz xtal especially 1
44, 432, 1296
http://www.ve1alq.com/downloads/weaksignal/weaksig.htm
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A simple vhf – microwave comb generator utilizing a block xtal oscillator from an
old computer board. Although the 5volt regulator is a 7805 a 78L05 could be used.
The output actually requires a pot or an attenuator as the radiated out put is quite
substantial, I didn‟t have a 200 ohm pot to hand, So be warned it produces full
scale operation on sensitive receivers if operating in the same room. Output BNC
connectors give direct & diode rectified outputs

.
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Above is the block diagram of the Minikits single board 23cM transverter.

Actual photo of the microwave coaxial
switch from Minikits. This is suitable for
aerial switching of 23cM.
This considerably cheaper than the
following article
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Industry’s First True USB Coaxial Switch
Agilent Technologies announced a USB-powered,
single-pole double-throw coaxial switch, operating from
DC to 18 GHz. The U1810B coaxial microwave switch
supports the standard plug-and-play functionality of
USB devices, eliminating the need for additional power
adapters or drivers, and simplifying setup. A button on
the switch allows toggling the signal path between two output ports without using
the software interface.
The new USB microwave switch is guaranteed for 5-million-cycles (though 10
million cycles is expected to be typical), and has a guaranteed insertion loss of no
more than 0.03 dB. The front panel of the switch provides an alternative software
control interface and it can be controlled using various software platforms such as
C, Lab VIEW or VEE, making it well suited for system design and manufacturing
test engineers in communications and component test.
http://www.agilent.com/about/newsroom/presrel/2012/18jun-em12076.html
http://prphotos.tm.agilent.com/library/U1810B_images/

Courtesy of AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES Inc

Notice to all members Subscriptions are now due from the
1/07/2012

TO:
THE TREASURER
THE WEST AUSTRALIAN VHF GROUP INCORPORATED
PO BOX 189 APPLECROSS 6953
I VK6

NAME

|

ADDRESS
Are you a WIA member Y/N

|
POSTCODE ________ |

Email address. ___________________________________________
ENCLOSE my ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION $

+DONATION $ ___

2012/2013 Subscription = $25 per Annum. Country = $22
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